831 Penniman Ave. Plymouth MI 48170
Ph: 734.455.1453 Fax: 734.459.5792

CITY OF PLYMOUTH DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
REGULAR MEETING
PLYMOUTH CITY HALL
Thursday, August 10, 2017, 7 p.m.
1. Roll Call –

2. Citizen Comments
3. Board Comments
4. Approval of Agenda
5. Approval of Minutes – 7-13-2017 Regular Meeting
6. Old Business
a. 2017 Goals update
7. New Business
a. PARC/College for Creative Studies presentation
b. Zagster bike sharing program
8. Reports and Correspondence
a. Saxton’s expenditure tab
b. Downtown visitor survey
9. Adjournment

Oliver Wolcott, Chairperson
Jason Smith, Vice Chairperson
Dan Dwyer, Mayor
Dan Amos
Jim Frisbie
Dan Johnson
Lindsey Lebovitz
Robert Parent
Kerri Pollard
Michele Potter
Brent Rieli
Frank Yaquinto

CITY OF PLYMOUTH DDA GOALS
831 Penniman, Plymouth, MI 48170
Ph (734) 455-1453 Fax (734) 459-5792
http://www.downtownplymouth.org

City of Plymouth Downtown Development Authority 2017 Goals:


Reach a decision on parking, including paid parking in the DDA and, if
applicable, develop an implementation plan.



Select a developer for the Saxton’s project and finalize a financing plan
and associated legal documents for development.



Finalize Wilcox Fountain design as well as the construction schedule.



Engage the community and reach a final decision regarding potential
Kellogg Park upgrades.



Finalize upgrades to the DDA website and other social media
communication platforms.



Develop a budget plan for the addition of pedestrian crossing signals at
the following intersections: Main/Church, Harvey/Penniman, Harvey/Wing,
and Main/Wing.

Thursday, July 13, 2017 Meeting Minutes
CITY OF PLYMOUTH
DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
MEETING MINUTES
831 Penniman, Plymouth, MI 48170
Ph (734) 455-1453
Fax (734) 459-5792
http://www.downtownplymouth.org

CITY OF PLYMOUTH
DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Thursday, July 13, 2017
Regular Meeting Minutes
Meeting called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Chairperson Oliver Wolcott.
1. ROLL CALL
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Oliver Wolcott, Chairperson
Jason Smith, Vice Chairperson
Dan Dwyer, Mayor
Dan Amos
Jim Frisbie
Dan Johnson
Lindsey Lebovitz
Kerri Pollard
Michele Potter
Brent Rieli
Frank Yaquinto
MEMBERS ABSENT:
Penny Flury
Robert Parent
OTHERS PRESENT:
Tony Bruscato, DDA Director
Sam Plymale, DDA Coordinator
Jim Mulhern, Planning Commission
Don Capobres, Harmonie Park Development
Debbie Neubecker, resident
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Bill Lincoln, resident
Madison Lincoln, resident
Bob Kohler, resident
Jason Findlan, resident
Walter Janowski, resident
Chairlie Baker, resident
Emily Lincoln, resident
Lucy Kohler, resident
Garret Lincoln, resident
Dave Satterwaite, resident
Deema Lincoln, resident
Jason Konepka, resident
Dan Sabo, Taylor resident
Jerry Norquist, Canton resident
2. CITIZEN COMMENTS: NONE
3. BOARD COMMENTS:
Chairperson Oliver Wolcott said that Director Penny Flury has resigned from the DDA
Board. Wolcott thanked Flury for her service on the DDA Board.
4. APPROVAL OF AGENDA:
Chairperson Wolcott said that an amendment is needed to the agenda to add 8b
Plymouth’s 150th Celebration and Kellogg Park fundraising tab to the Reports and
Correspondence section.
Director Potter made a motion to approve the amended agenda for the July 13
Regular Meeting Agenda seconded by Director Frisbie.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
5. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
A motion was made by Vice Chairperson Smith and seconded by Director Frisbie to
approve the June 8 regular meeting minutes.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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6. OLD BUSINESS
a. DDA 2017 goals update
Parking – Staff Director Bruscato said that DDA Staff is continuing to look into paid
parking, but has nothing new to report at this time.
Choosing a developer for Saxton’s property –Chairperson Wolcott said that this
standing agenda item will be discussed during 7a.
Wilcox Fountain – Chairperson Wolcott said that the next step in the fountain
project is to go before the Historic District Commission on August 2nd.
Kellogg Park upgrades –DDA Staff Director Tony Bruscato said that this standing
agenda item is on hold until later this fall.
DDA website and social media upgrades – Staff Director Bruscato said that
updates to the new mobile friendly website at www.downtownplymouth.org have
been completed, but staff continues to work to make the site even better.
Budget plan for addition of pedestrian crossing signals – Staff Director
Bruscato said cost estimates have been gathered and more work will be done on this
item in the future.
7. New Business
a. Saxton’s developer recommendation resolution
Chairperson Wolcott said that the decision in front of us tonight is a decision to
choose a development partner to work with toward an eventual end product.
Wolcott said no decision on any details of the project would be decided tonight.
Wolcott said there will be several public meetings in the future where the public
can have input on details of the project.
Staff Director Bruscato gave an explanation of the developer selection process up
to this point.
Resident Debbie Neubecker said she is concerned about where the Saxton’s project
is going to help the Maple Street neighborhood. Neubecker said that exits on
Maple or Deer would cause significant problems to the neighborhood and more
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studies need to be done prior to development.
Resident Bill Lincoln said he is concerned that no one from the neighborhood was
on the Saxton’s Subcommittee. Lincoln said he believes the subcommittee made
the wrong decision and that this project is getting pushed through without proper
public input. Lincoln said that he doesn’t believe the process has been fair and that
Union Street Development had a better design as it related to possible traffic flow.
Resident Madison Lincoln said as a 12-year-old, she loves the downtown, but is
concerned about the increased traffic flow this development could bring.
Resident Bob Kohler said that he hopes there is proper funding for the project.
Kohler said that Maple Street is already too busy.
Resident Jason Findlan said it is not clear to him who the investors are and he
doesn’t see a good track record with Harmonie Park Development. Findlan said
that the neighborhood should be better represented in the decision making
process. Findlan said that he believes that the city is giving away the land for no
benefit.
Resident Walter Janowski said he is on board with the development, but wants to
make sure it is done right. Janowski said the city will have to increase the liquor
licenses and make sure there are no entrances or exits to the development on
Maple or Deer. Janowski said that a member of the Harmonie Park team has
owned the Wilcox property for years and not made any improvements.
Resident Charlie Baker said as a newer resident he has trust in the Fairground Park
Association, but has little trust in the Saxton’s Developer process so far.
Resident Emily Lincoln said she is concerned with such a big development near her
house and more parking won’t make a great city.
Resident Lucy Kohler said the traffic is already terrible on Maple and will only get
worse if the area is developed.
Resident Garret Lincoln said he doesn’t want parking next to his house, he wants
more homes so he can make more friends.
Resident Dave Satterwaite said that he has been a resident on Maple longer than
just about anyone. He said traffic is already an issue as street parking was full
during Art in the Park. Satterwaite said he doesn’t want to see more traffic.
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Resident Deema Lincoln said she recently almost got hit by a vehicle and new
construction would only make more traffic. Lincoln said that the Union Street
Development team should be selected as they were more creative on how they
addressed the traffic concerns.
Resident Marcus Tomey said the downtown area is the biggest draw for Plymouth,
but says the neighborhoods will be negatively impacted by this development.
Tomey said he is concerned with the proposal process because it was ambiguous.
Tomey said he liked the Union Street design and the vote should be delayed until
the subcommittee revisits the process.
Taylor resident Dan Sabo shared a story about a family friend that was killed by a
motorist in Plymouth due to the heavy traffic in the past. Sabo asked if DDA Board
members were financially tied to the developer and questioned the transparency of
the process.
Ernie Hughes, lessee of the Wilcox House, said the HDC required improvements
imposed in 2014 have not been made by a partner in the Harmonie Development
team.
Resident Kevin Roose said he not only has a residence near the development, but
also his business. Roose said Union Street Development better addressed the 150
spaces required by the DDA. Roose said he doesn’t believe that Harmonie Park
took the neighborhood’s concerns seriously. Roose said he does hope that the
company that is chosen is the company that finishes the development and that if
the project is phased, Maple Street should be done first.
Resident Patrick Garrett said Union Street Development respected the
neighborhood best, had a better design, a better history in Plymouth and had the
best plan for parking.
Don Capobres, Harmonie Park Development, said his team will make transparency
a top priority in the process if chosen. Capobres said gathering public input will be
of utmost importance. Capobres said that he approached Wilcox property owner
Stan Dixon to join in the proposal because he didn’t believe the parking
requirements could be made at the Saxton’s property alone. Capobres said that
walkabilty is a huge part of their philosophy.
Resident Tim Tingstad said that everyone in the audience at the subcommittee
meetings voiced their support for Union Street Development. Tingstad said that
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the subcommittee didn’t listen to the voice of the residents. Tingstad said Union
Street Development’s condos in Plymouth have been kept up nicely and
represented Plymouth well, while the owner of the Wilcox property hasn’t kept up
his property.
Resident Rose Roose said she favored Union Street’s design and is concerned
about increased traffic.
Resident Mike Neubecker said he has huge concerns about increased traffic on
Maple Street.
Canton resident Jerry Norquist said he used to live in Plymouth and is all for
progress in Plymouth. Norquist said there is a disconnect between the boards and
the citizens. Norquist said that citizens should have been included on the
subcommittee. Norquist said that former owner of the property Al Saxton would
not have wanted a development like this on the property. Norquist said the
historic buildings should be preserved.
Resident Paul Blackford said he is worried the quaintness of the city is at stake and
Union Street Development kept the quaintness intact.
Resident Steve Beltran said he is concerned about the same group developing both
sides of Ann Arbor Trail.
Jim Mulhern, Planning Commission, said the subcommittee had two great
applicants and it was a tough decision. Mulhern said that the Harmonie Park
proposal was better on many concerns not brought up by citizens tonight. Mulhern
said that when a PUD is considered by the Planning Commission, public benefit is
the number one consideration. Mulhern said the historic preservation is also
another major consideration. Mulhern said he encouraged every citizen present at
tonight’s meeting to come to all of the planning meetings that would be scheduled
in the future.
Resident Jason Konepka said he initially liked both Harmonie Park and Union
Street’s proposals. Konepka said he was interested to know if the parking
requirements would be relaxed moving forward.
Vice Chairperson Jason Smith said that he is a resident and works as a community
planner. Smith said he was tasked to help develop the process and believes the
process was completely transparent as every document considered was available
to the public. Smith said he could not choose between the two teams initially as
6
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they both had good proposals. Smith said he leaned towards choosing Harmonie
Park after getting responses to financial questions. Smith said he believes when it
came to project feasibility, Harmonie Park was the clear choice. Smith said it would
be essential to have a design subcommittee moving forward. Smith said tonight’s
decision in not a contract, but a decision to enter pre-development discussions.
Smith said the hiring of City Planner Sally Elmiger was important to keep the
process organized. Smith said Elmiger was in charge of the first interview process,
developing questions, coordinating with the City Attorney, tallying the
subcommittee’s scoring of the applicants, and reviewing the pros and cons.
Mayor Dan Dwyer said he agreed with the concern of Maple Street residents and
that is why he voted for Union Street Development during the subcommittee vote.
Mayor Dwyer commended Vice Chairperson Smith on the inclusive open process
and respected the decision of the members of the Saxton’s Subcommittee. Mayor
Dwyer said that he hopes the Maple Street residents continue to hold their
government accountable through the rest of this process.
Director Dan Johnson said the original designs are not set in stone and that traffic
flow and other concerns should be addressed during future Planning Commission
meetings.
Director Pollard asked what the next steps of the process were after tonight’s
selection of a developer.
Mayor Dan Dwyer said that the DDA is picking a partner tonight. The next steps
will be to engage with the City Attorney and residents to negotiate financing and
legal agreements.
Vice Chairperson Smith asked Jim Mulhern, Planning Commission, to give the
minimum requirements of the public process assuming a PUD.
Jim Mulhern, Planning Commission, said the application would be vetted by the
Planning Commission. Next, the design would basically start from scratch and
several public meetings would be held to get public input and meet all other
requirements along the way.
Mayor Dan Dwyer said that once approved by the Planning Commission the
development would then need City Commission approval.
Director Frisbie said he initially thought the Union Street Development proposal
was better, but changed his mind once he saw the financials. Frisbie said the last
7
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thing he wants to see on the Saxton’s site is another Daisy Square situation.
Frisbie said the controversy brought on by citizens tonight can be addressed at the
Planning Commission level.
Director Yaquinto said he liked the Union Street Development design better but did
not like their tax abatement requirement response. Yaquinto said that feasibility
will still have to be proven moving forward.
Director Potter thanked the subcommittee for their hard work during the process
and thanked the neighborhood residents for having a strong voice in the process.
Potter said that she was going back and forth between the two groups being
considered until the tax abatement answer from Union Street Development.
Director Lebovitz said she agreed with both the Saxton’s Subcommittee and the
Maple Street residents, but said the Maple Street neighborhood concerns can best
be addressed at future Planning Commission and Historic District Commission
meetings.
Chairperson Oliver Wolcott said the Fairground Park neighborhood concerns are
real and will be listened to moving forward. Wolcott said there will be ample
opportunity for the Plymouth community to have its fingerprint on this project
moving forward.
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RESOLUTION

The following was moved by Director Amos and seconded by Director Lebovitz.

WHEREAS The Downtown Development Authority has among its list of goals to implement
a strategy to increase parking inventory in the DDA district on the Saxton’s
property, and
WHEREAS The DDA Board of Directors initiated a sub-committee consisting of the mayor;
the chairs of the DDA Board, Planning Commission, Zoning Board of Appeals
and Historic District Commission; as well as a second DDA Board member to
interview and select a developer for the Saxton’s site, and
WHEREAS the DDA Board made available a Request for Proposals to gain developer
interest, and initially interviewed three developers, and
WHEREAS the Saxton’s RFP sub-committee narrowed the list to two developers and after
reviewing their vision, resources and financial standing has decided to partner
with Harmonie Park Development to develop the Saxton’s property.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City of Plymouth Downtown Development
Authority Board does accept the recommendation of the Saxton’s RFP sub-committee and
will move forward in conjunction with Harmonie Park Development to develop the Saxton’s
site.
MOTION PASSED 9-1.
Yes
Jason Smith
Dan Amos
Jim Frisbie
Dan Johnson
Lindsey Lebovitz

No
Dan Dwyer
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Kerri Pollard
Michele Potter
Brent Rieli
Frank Yaquinto
8. Reports and Correspondence
a. Saxton’s expenditure report
Staff Director Bruscato presented the Saxton’s expenditure report from June 2017.
b. Plymouth’s 150th celebration and Kellogg Park fundraising tab
Chairperson Wolcott presented the fundraising tabulation for the Plymouth’s 150th
celebration events and Kellogg Park.
9. Adjournment
Mayor Dwyer made a motion to adjourn the meeting, seconded by Director Potter.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Meeting adjourned at 9:02 p.m.
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831 Penniman Ave. Plymouth MI 48170
Ph: 734.455.1453 Fax: 734.459.5792
Ph: 734.455.1453 Fax:
734.459.5792

Information Only
To:

DDA Board

From:

DDA Staff

CC:

S:\DDA\Shared Files\DDA Board\DDA Agendas\May 2017

Date:

5/11//2017

Re:

DDA 2017 goals update

Chairman Wolcott would like to have a standing agenda item in Old Business to give
an update on what progress has been made on the 2017 goals, which were adopted
by the DDA Board in February 2017.
City of Plymouth Downtown Development Authority 2017 Goals:


Reach a decision on parking, including paid parking in the DDA and, if applicable,
develop an implementation plan.



Select a developer for the Saxton’s project and finalize a financing plan and associated
legal documents for development.



Finalize Wilcox Fountain design as well as the construction schedule.



Engage the community and reach a final decision regarding potential Kellogg Park
upgrades.



Finalize upgrades to the DDA website and other social media communication
platforms.



Develop a budget plan for the addition of pedestrian crossing signals at the following
intersections: Main/Church, Harvey/Penniman, Harvey/Wing, and Main/Wing.
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831 Penniman Ave. Plymouth MI 48170
Ph: 734.455.1453 Fax: 734.459.5792
Ph: 734.455.1453 Fax:
734.459.5792

Information Only
To:

DDA Board

From:

DDA Staff

CC:

S:\DDA\Shared Files\DDA Board\DDA Agendas\August2017

Date:

8/10/2017

Re:

PARC/College for Creative Studies presentation

The Plymouth Arts and Recreation Center (the former Central Middle School) is
opening its third floor for a satellite campus of the renown College for Creative Studies,
which is located in Detroit. It will be the first satellite campus for CCS.

CCS is a private, fully accredited college that enrolls more than 1,400 students.
Known originally as a school that produced engineers for the automotive industry, the
school has branched out. Now, students can pursue Master of Fine Arts degrees in
Color and Materials Design, Interaction Design, Integrated Design and Transportation
Design and Bachelor of Fine Arts degrees in Advertising: Copywriting, Advertising:
Design, Art Education, Crafts, Entertainment Arts, Fashion Accessories Design, Fine
Arts, Graphic Design, Illustration, Interior Design, Photography, Product Design and
Transportation Design.

Don Soenen, the president of PARC, will introduce representatives from the college,
who will give the DDA Board information about the plan for the CCS, and the
significance of the move to Downtown Plymouth.
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831 Penniman Ave. Plymouth MI 48170
Ph: 734.455.1453 Fax: 734.459.5792
Ph: 734.455.1453 Fax:
734.459.5792

Information Only
To:

DDA Board

From:

DDA Staff

CC:

S:\DDA\Shared Files\DDA Board\DDA Agendas\August2017

Date:

8/10/2017

Re:

Zagster bike sharing program

The DDA is always looking at ways to accommodate visitors, including those who
don’t use the typical mode of transportation to get downtown.
Last year, the DDA…with funding from The Wilcox Foundation…added several bike
racks in the downtown area, effectively doubling the number of bikes that can be
parked legally and safely downtown. Those new bike racks receive significant use
from those biking to town.
Many communities have begun bicycle ride sharing programs in their communities.
The most recent being Dearborn and Southfield.
On July 25, 2017, DDA Chairman Oliver Wolcott; Vice-chair Jason Smith; and DDA
Director, Tony Bruscato had an hour-long conference call with a company called
Zagster, which is a premier bike sharing program in the United States.
The Zagster representative was aware we were just looking for information and not
intending to sign-up for the program. We wanted to know if a bike sharing program
had possibilities in Plymouth.
We found out that a bike sharing program could not only benefit Plymouth, but our
neighbors in Plymouth Township, Northville and Northville Township as well;
especially with the proximity of the communities and access to a number of parks,
including Hines Drive.
The Zagster representative also noted their company helps find sponsors for the renta-bike program, making it cost-neutral to many communities.
Attached is some information on the Zagster program.
Vice-chair Smith will review our conference call conversation for the board, as we
consider if it’s one that will benefit the Plymouth community.
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How to Bring Bike Sharing to
Your Community
“I love Zagster...it’s been a great product for us.” —

Sponsorship Opportunities
Zagster works with you and
your community to build
collaborative private-public
funding partnerships where
everyone has a stake in the
program’s success.

MAYOR JIM BRAINARD (CARMEL, IN)

STRONG COMMUNITIES BUILD STRONG BIKE SHARES
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“The city spends very little on it because of the structure that Zagster has provided.”
— MAYOR JIM BRAINARD, (CARMEL, IN)
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“The fact that you can basically
have a system in your city 100%
paid for by sponsorships with, really,
no investment on the city’s part ...
makes perfect sense for anyone
who is still unsure that this is going to
be a home run for their community.”

Zagster Provides Full Service Bike Sharing
“A major concern for us, was, ‘Well we’re going to have to start our own business or non-profit that’s
going to run this bike share,’ and with you guys we didn’t have to do that.”
— MID-REGION COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS PLANNER VALERIE HERMANSON (ALBUQUERQUE, NM)

FUNDING

TECHNOLOGY

OPERATIONS

Sponsorships
Local Businesses
Multi-Community

Hardware
Apps
Cloud Data

Maintenance
24x7 Support
Liability Coverage

PL ANNING

MARKETING

System Design
Installation
Launch

Website
Design
Press Relations

The 5 Point Plan

A CHECKLIST TO SUCCESS

When planning a bike share, Zagster will guide
you through each of these steps:
STEP 1: DEFINE WHY YOU WANT A BIKE SHARE
STEP 2: VISUALIZE YOUR IDE AL PROGRAM
STEP 3: EVALUATE COSTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
STEP 4: IDENTIF Y & ORGANIZE SPONSORS
STEP 5: CUT THE RIBBON!

“There’s a lot of literature
encouraging very dense, big
systems, but we showed that...
you don’t have to go big or
go home. You can start small
and incrementally grow it.”

“It would not have
happened with any other
bike-share provider.”
— EXECUTIVE DIREC TOR OF
THE LAKEL AND DOWNTOWN

— MID-REGION COUNCIL OF

DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

GOVERNMENTS PL ANNER

JULIE TOWNSEND,

VALERIE HERMANSON

(L AKEL AND, FL)

“Zagster allows mid-sized
cities like Fort Wayne
the opportunity to have
the amenities of major
metropolitan areas without
the cost and complexity of
bigger systems like those in
Chicago and New York.”
— LE ADERSHIP FORT WAYNE
TE AM MEMBER KATHRYN GENTZ

(ALBUQUERQUE, NM)

(FORT WAYNE, IN)

Ready to take the next steps?
You don’t need a feasibility study to launch a successful bike share. Zagster is the
only bike share provider that can get you rolling with a pilot program in just months.
CALL

844-924-7837

EMAIL

sales@zagster.com

VISIT

zagster.com

THE

GUIDE TO RUNNING A

SMALL-CITY
BIKE SHARE
HOW TO PLAN, L AUNCH AND RUN
A SUCCESSFUL SMALL-CITY SYSTEM

CONTENTS
Intro
The Seven Steps to Small-City Bike
Sharing
Define your vision
Goals
Key Performance Indicators
Design a great rider experience
Cost
Enrollment/payment
Trip format
Accessibility
Bike share types
Infrastructure
Outline your desired system
Scope and scale
Density
Station placement
Station siting

Evaluate costs and responsibilities
Ownership models
Capital expenses
Operational expenses
Insurance
Replacements
Identify funding sources
Public funding
Title sponsorship
Collaborative sponsorship
Develop a launch and education strategy
Public relations
Rider relations
Plan for the future
Growth
System updates
Conclusion
Want to learn more?

ABOUT ZAGSTER
Zagster is the leading provider of private and public-private bike-sharing systems in
the United States, operating more than 150 programs in more than 30 states. Our
municipal partners include several cities honored by the League of American Bicyclists
for being among the most bike-friendly in the country.
Zagster’s efficient business model allows the company to successfully deploy
safe, scalable systems in multiple markets, including cities, suburbs, universities,
commercial campuses and residential properties. Zagster’s mission: to make biking
the most loved form of transportation.
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INTRO

A decade ago, there were
two-dozen bike shares
worldwide. Today, there
are more than 1,000.
This includes around 100
municipal programs in the
U.S. — a number poised to
soon double, according to
a 2016 report by the Pew
Charitable Trusts.
That’s because bike sharing, with
its myriad benefits, has spread
beyond big cities to communities
of all sizes. And in the process,
smaller communities have redefined
bike sharing to suit their needs and
means.
Although bike sharing in smaller
communities comes with unique
challenges, that doesn’t mean it’s by
definition more difficult. This guide
will walk you through the necessary
considerations to plan a bike share
tailored to the small-city environment,
in just seven simple steps.
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THE

7 STEPS

TO SMALL-CITY BIKE SHARING

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
4

DEFINE YOUR VISION
Why do you want bike sharing?
What problems are you trying to solve, or what goals are you trying to achieve?
DESIGN A GRE AT RIDER EXPERIENCE
Evaluate which type of bike share works for you.
Determine key details like availability, pricing, and use cases.
OUTLINE YOUR DESIRED SYSTEM
Estimate ridership and demand to set scope and scale.
Identify potential station locations.
EVALUATE COSTS AND RE SPONSIBILITIE S
Assess means and limitations.
Understand capital and recurring costs, and determine who will staff key roles.
IDENTIF Y FUNDING OPPORTUNITIE S
Determine availability and limits of public resources.
Determine whether to seek external funding or sponsorship.
DEVELOP A L AUNCH AND EDUCATION STRATEGY
Harness community support.
Ensure riders know the program exists and how to use it.
PL AN FOR THE FUTURE
Envision where bike sharing can go.
Identify potential areas for expansion.

ZAGSTER.COM

1. DEFINE YOUR
VISION
The first step toward bike sharing is the most
important — and the most intuitive: Determining
what you hope to achieve with bike sharing.
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1. VISION
GOAL S

For smaller cities, bike sharing often aims to serve a broad range of purposes. Goals
bike sharing can achieve include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forming last-mile connections
Boosting sustainability
Reducing pollution
Reducing congestion
Alleviating parking demand
Reducing transit strain

•
•
•
•
•

Increasing mobility options
Promoting active lifestyles
Fostering a cycling culture
Encouraging tourism
Aiding access to greenspace

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Once you’ve identified goals, you’ll want to outline measurable metrics for success.
These can include any of the following:
•
•
•
•

Adoption
Ridership
Repeat ridership
Market penetration (trips per
bike and/or trips per resident)

• Change in personal vehicle
usage/ownership
• Emissions offset
• Calories burned

Keep in mind that some metrics are easier to assess
than others. (i.e. ridership data is definitive; caloric
and environmental impacts require estimation.)
At this stage, it’s aso important to assess potential
roadblocks. Is the climate conducive to cycling? Is
there adequate political will to achieve big things?
Are there any legal or procedural hurdles, such as
securing physical station space?
None of these obstacles are insurmountable, and
preparing for them early will give you a better
chance at success later.
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2. DESIGN A
GRE AT RIDER
E XPERIENCE
Now that you know why you want bike sharing,
it’s time to shape a system to ensure success.
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2. RIDER E XPERIENCE

TRIP FORMAT

How long, and how far, can users ride
per checkout? Are trips primarily for
commuting, errands, recreation, or some
other use? Understanding when, how
and where you anticipate riders will use
the system is an important first step
before sketching your system’s shape.

Photo: Timothy Burkhart, Groupon

COST

Establishing an effective pricing
structure tailored to your community is
imperative to ensuring strong usage.

Consider how station placement can
impact your goals. Two examples:
Placing bikes in transit deserts to offer
greater mobility equity, or near trails to
encourage recreational use.
ACCE SSIBILITY

Will you offer memberships, pay-per-ride
usage, or a combo of both? How much
will memberships and rides cost? Will
there be discounted options to promote
financial equity? (i.e. Chicago offers
memberships at ¼ the standard price for
users who qualify as low-income.)

To achieve maximum physical equity,
will you offer alternative bikes, such
as handcycles, as part of or in addition
to the bike-share program? Some
providers enable seamless integration of
alternative bikes; others do not, requiring
parallel systems to achieve the same
goal.

ENROLLMENT/PAYMENT

Will you offer electric bikes as part of, or
in addition to, a bike-share program?

Many systems only accept payments via
credit or debit cards for simplicity and
security reasons, though this can cut out
people who lack either form of payment.
Will you allow cash transactions at brick
and mortar locations, like bike shops, or
enable payments via digital services?
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2. RIDER E XPERIENCE

BIKE SHARE TYPES

The aforementioned factors will determine what type of bike share best suits your
needs. There are four main options you may consider:
Ad-hoc
Bike sharing’s first incarnation, these
systems distribute free bikes with no
designated stations — and no locks.
Though sometimes successful in closed
environments, like corporate campuses,
this format is prone to abuse and misuse
due to the lack of oversight and security.

Bike Library
Though not technically bike shares
because they lack automation, bike
libraries — in which users check out
bikes from staffed physical locations
with set hours — can be a viable middle
ground between ad-hoc’s anarchy and
more robust systems’ order.
Kiosk (third generation)
The standard for big-city systems, this
model features docking stations with
integrated locks and a user experience
powered by automated kiosks.
Advantages include hardware hardiness
and maximum security. However, the
requisite density (A typical model
requires riders to return bikes to stations
every 30 minutes, which necessitates
more stations clustered closer together.)

Flexible bike sharing station (Zagster)
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Flexible bike sharing (fourth generation)
The latest iteration, this model features
lightweight infrastructure and bikes —
not stations — with integrated locks
(pictured, left). These systems require
lower capital investments and allow for
more flexible usage because riders can
lock bikes anywhere mid-ride instead of
only at designated kiosks.
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2. RIDER E XPERIENCE

INFRASTRUC TURE

Perceived safety is the single biggest deterrent to ridership. So in designing user
experience, you must consider the existing urban environment, as well as ongoing —
and potential improvements to — bike infrastructure.
A lack of infrastructure is not insurmountable. More infrastructure encourages more
riding. At the same time, more ridership necessitates more infrastructure. Which is
to say: This doesn’t need to be a chicken and the egg situation. Zagster’s home of
Boston is a great example. Despite a lack of bike lanes, the city launched a bike share
that then spurred implementation of more bike infrastructure.
The League of American Bicyclists, which bestows annual awards to bike-friendly
communities, is a great resource for tools and inspiration to make your community
better for bikes.

10
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3. OUTLINE YOUR
SYSTEM
To bring your vision to life, you’ll next need to
calculate potential ridership to establish an impactful
system scope and scale. This involves a review of
existing levels of, and potential demand for, cycling.

SOME FAC TORS TO CONSIDER INCLUDE:

• Existing and desired use cases of cycling in your area
(commuting, recreation etc.)
• Population demographics, including age, education, and income
• Existing, planned and potential bike infrastructure
A full-scale feasibility study can provide this information.
Alternatively, for the same cost you can conduct a real-life feasibility
study in which you lease hardware and deploy a test system. A true
feasibility study will provide the most comprehensive information,
though it will be theoretical and offer no tangible value in the
immediate term to the community.
If you opt to skip the study, you can estimate demand on your
own using a general calculation of “uptake rate” — essentially,
an assumption of the percentage of residents within the desired
coverage area who will become riders. Cities that have used uptake
rate to project ridership have often assumed rates between three
to nine percent.

11
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3. SYSTEM

SCOPE AND SCALE

With a baseline estimate of ridership,
you can now sketch an outline of system
size and station placement.
Though tweaks can be made after
initial launch, it is important to begin
with a right-sized and well-placed fleet
to accommodate usage and ensure a
healthy system with a sterling reputation
at the outset. If a system is too small,
it won’t meet demand and could turn
away riders who will be hard to win
back. If a system is too large, it may not
be cost-effective (too many bikes), or
bikes may be spread too thin (too large
of a coverage area) to enable effective
usage.
For maximum efficacy, bike-share
planners typically call for between 2-2.5
docking spaces per bike.
DENSITY

Traditional models call for stations
every 300 meters, according to ITDP’s
guidelines. That’s not feasible in smaller
communities, given their lower densities
and relatively limited finances. Still, you’ll
ideally want stations placed so riders
can reach them within a convenient
10-15-minute walk.
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STATION PLACEMENT

Begin with a tight core and build
outward. Denser, mixed-use areas are
ideal because they see mixed usage
throughout the day. (i.e. workers/
commuters during the daytime, and bar/
restaurant patrons at night.) In addition
to aiding access to local businesses,
stations in commercial centers may
attract sponsorship interest from those
same businesses. (More on station
sponsorship later.)

ZAGSTER.COM

3. SYSTEM

Other factors to consider in outlining the system shape include:
• Demographics — riders tend to skew younger and college-educated, so areas ripe
in near these populations (i.e. college campuses) are natural fits
• Transit hubs — bike sharing is perfect for last-mile trips; placement near other
forms of mass transit boosts the potential impact of each service
• Transit deserts — if increasing mobility in underserved areas is a prime concern,
bike sharing can help
STATION SITING

Once you know the general locations you’d like to target, physical considerations
will impact where you site stations. The National Association of City Transportation
Officials lists five rules for siting, saying locations should be:
•
•
•
•
•

Accessible and convenient to users
Accessible to maintenance workers
Designed to ensure user safety
Built to bolster rather than impede the surrounding pedestrian environment
Structured to fit within the “streetscape hierarchy” (i.e. stations take precedence
over movable bike racks, but not fire hydrants)

Sidewalks, medians, and
gated road-level corrals
are all options for station
placement. Where you
anchor stations will depend
on the physical environment
of your city. For more specific
suggestions and inspiration,
check out NACTO’s thorough
guide to station siting.
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4.
EVALUATE
COSTS AND
RESPONSIBILITIE S
A firm understanding of bike sharing’s capital and recurring
expenses will help you establish an operational model to
support continued success.

14
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4. COSTS

OWNERSHIP MODEL S

Costs and responsibilities will depend upon which of three general ownership models
you pursue.

Photo: Daniel Case, Wikimedia Commons

Photo: Mariordo, Wikimedia Commons

Publicly owned &
operated

Publicly owned &
privately operated

Privately owned &
operated

Government owns all the
hardware and maintains
full control of planning,
building and operating
the program.

Government owns all the
hardware and assets,
but a third-party runs all
day-to-day operations.

Government provides
land and outlines goals,
but third-party owns
all the hardware and
assets, and runs all dayto-day operations.

• Pros: Single entity
responsible for
everything; maximum
municipal control
• Cons: City owns
all the risk,
responsibility and
expense; potential
inefficiencies
compared to
experienced operator
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• Pros: City retains high
degree of control
and asset ownership
while minimizing
involvement in
operational minutiae
• Cons: Less municipal
control and oversight

• Pros: Little to no
municipal expense,
either capital or
ongoing
• Cons: Least municipal
control and oversight

ZAGSTER.COM

4. COSTS

Determining which model best suits your city involves a
consideration of the following factors:
CAPITAL EXPENSES

A kiosk-based bike share typically costs about $4,000 to $5,000 per bike to launch.
A flexible bike share system, with its smaller footprint and less complex infrastructure,
can launch at a cost of around $2,000 to $3,000 per bike. If you lack the municipal
budget needed to launch a right-sized system, can you secure grants or raise revenue
from outside sources? (More on that in the next section.)
OPERATIONAL EXPENSES

Though hardware is the most visible aspect of bike sharing, management and
operations make up the bulk of all expenses. In our experience, ongoing expenses
typically account for around 60% of all costs.
These expenses include:
• Customer service and rider support — When riders need help with their accounts
or encounter hardware issues, who gets the call? Will you communicate with riders
via social media?
• Maintenance, emergency repairs and fleet — Frequent use necessitates frequent
maintenance. Experienced mechanics must be available to regularly service bikes
so the system stays safe and stable
• Rebalancing — If your system allows one-way trips, some stations may be more
popular for pick-ups, others more common for drop-offs. Manually moving bikes
to ensure even distribution can be done in many ways — vans, busses and cargo
bikes are common modes. In Paris, a barge carries bikes along the river Seine
• Marketing and promotions — How will you inform potential users about the
system? How will you encourage existing users to regularly ride?
• Storage — Many systems in cold-weather climates hibernate bikes throughout
winter. If hibernation is required, where will you store bikes?
All of the above functions require experienced staff. In planning for each, you’ll need
to determine whether you have the resources to staff these roles in-house, or if you’ll
need to outsource them to contractors or a private bike-share operator.
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4. COSTS

INSURANCE

Accidents happen, so some form of liability insurance is standard for bike-share
systems to protect owners, operators and riders. To mitigate the impact of theft and
vandalism, you may also opt to carry insurance against destruction costs as well.

Photo: Transitized

REPLACEMENTS

Technically a capital and ongoing expense, bike replacement is inevitable in any bike
share. Even the most vaunted programs are liable to theft and irreparable damage.
Paris, whose Velib system inspired the ongoing bike-share boom, lost 9,000 bikes
in 2012 alone. (That’s not to say such extreme loss is the norm, as security and rider
habits differ across systems; Minneapolis saw a 0.3 percent loss in its first year.)
Still, you’ll need to reserve hardware and cash in the event of theft and destruction —
or risk running a depleted, ineffective program.
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5. IDENTIF Y
FUNDING
SOURCES
Membership and usage fees can supply a
significant — yet incomplete — source of
revenue. Farebox recovery rates vary widely
across systems, ranging as high as 90% in
Boston and Chicago. (For reference, the
median farebox recovery rate for all major
U.S. transit systems is around 35%, according
to the Federal Transit Administration, making
bike sharing a relatively cost-effective option.)
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5. FUNDING

naming and/or branding rights to a
Strong Communities
private organization. New York City’s Citi
Government sources include municipal,
Build
Strong
BikebyShares
Bike, sponsored
CitiBank, at a price
state and federal funding.
PUBLIC FUNDING

of $41 million over five years, is a notable
example. Smaller cities have had some
Locally, this can mean earmarking
Sponsoring
a
bike
share benefits
success with this model, though their
funds from the overall budget of a
community—and
yoursizes
organization.
smaller market
inhibits their ability
relevant agency,your
like a transportation
to secure hefty commitments from single
department, or steering revenue from
“If your sponsorship desire is to get eyeballs, you get to them. If your sponsorship desire is to
perceived
of as permits.
someone who supportsorganizations.
healthy, vibrant communities, you get that. If your
specific chargesbelike
parking
sponsorship desire is to make a place more livable so that it’s more appealing to investors and
Alternatively, general
revenue
employers
and other from
people who might create an economic vitality, it does that. It hits so many
different levels. For the cost, it’s a very reasonable investment.”
taxes, or funding
set HAMILTON
aside for
a broader
SPONSORSHIP
— VISIT
COUNTY
PRE SIDENT & CEO COLLABORATIVE
BRENDA MYERS
sustainability or transportation initiative,
Zagster
builds collaborative
can support bike
sharing.
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An emerging model suited more to
smaller, tight-knit communities, this
brings together disparate businesses
and organizations to jointly fund
programs. Sponsors fund stations and/or
FLORIDA
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in exchange for physical and digital
advertising space, plus the goodwill of
association with a positive community
development. Sponsoring organizations
may also receive preferential station
placement (i.e. a coffee shop requesting
a station nearby to spur more foot
traffic.)
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On the state
many grants
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Federal Transit Administration and
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A common revenue stream in big-city
systems, this model involves selling
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It’s not just bike-centric
organizations. The broad
benefits of bike share
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6. DEVELOP A
L AUNCH AND
EDUCATION
STRATEGY
Early success is paramount to a bike share’s longterm health. A strong start creates a positive
public impression, encouraging more people to
ride. Conversely, a subpar start creates a negative
impression and can contribute to a death spiral of
low ridership and distrust in the system.
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6. LAUNCH

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Crafting strong, uniform messaging and
actively distributing this information — in
the form of a press release, and through
direct contact with journalists — will help
ensure word gets out the way you want.
A high-profile launch event attended by
key stakeholders and notable officials
amplifies coverage while also engaging
at the system’s outset. A ribbon cutting
followed by an inaugural ride puts riders
on bikes on day one.

RIDER RELATIONS

An effective field marketing campaign
informs potential users about a system,
teaches them how to use it correctly, and
encourages them to ride
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These efforts can include:
• Digital materials — Standalone
website, landing page on existing
municipal site, email newsletter
• Print materials — Posters, flyers,
brochures, community newspaper
• Social media — Existing accounts
for any relevant agency (mayor,
transportation department, parks
department etc.); spreading the word
across multiple channels ensures
maximum reach
• Promotions — Membership drives,
special discounted enrollments,
partnerships with local businesses or
industry retailers (i.e. helmet rebates)
• Community events — Bike-in movies,
demo stands at farmers markets;
any creative outreach event or
partnership can raise the bike share’s
profile and reputation
Real-life engagement to promote
biking in general — and bike sharing in
particular — can take many forms. For
example, Fort Worth, Texas, has held
“rolling town halls” in which residents
and the mayor biked around sharing
ideas for community improvement.

ZAGSTER.COM

7. PLAN FOR
THE FUTURE
Bike shares aren’t static. Yet while it’s impossible to forecast how
a system will fare until you have real-life data, it’s wise to outline
your future vision for bike sharing so you can make a deliberate
effort toward that goal.
GROW TH

Identify potential areas for growth and
expansion. This is especially important
if you intend to begin with a pilot
program, as you’ll need a phasing plan
to effectively build out from an initial
footprint.
SYSTEM UPDATES

Understand when and how your system
will upgrade to new hardware and
software. Some providers include regular
updates in their operating agreements.
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If you opt for a purchase-and-run model,
understand the timeline for, and cost
of, updating the system on your own.
Failure on this front can result in an
outdated system that no longer meets
users’ expectations.
Anticipating the future will also prepare
you to build off success and respond
swiftly to challenges.

ZAGSTER.COM

CONCLUSION

When designed well, small-city bike
shares are powerful tools to address
a wide range of transportation needs.
And though systems scaled to these
environments are a relatively new
development, planning (and launching
and operating) such systems need not
be intimidating. With the right guidance,
it can be as easy as riding a bike.
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WANT TO
LE ARN MORE?
Zagster’s consultants are experienced in planning and
launching systems tailored to small cities. For more
information on designing a bike share to suit your
community’s needs, contact us:
www.zagster.com
hello@zagster.com
844-924-7837
FOLLOW US

Facebook: facebook.com/zagster
Twitter: @zagster
Instagram: @zagsterbikeshare
RESOURCES AND RE ADING
•

NACTO: Transit Farebox Recovery and US and International Transit Subsidization

•

U.S. Department of Transportation: Frequently asked Questions and Answers
concerning Bike Sharing Relative to the United States Department of Transportation

•

U.S. Department of Transportation / Federal Highway Administration: Bike Sharing in
the United States: State of the Practice and Guide to Implementation

•

The Institute for Transportation and Development Policy: The Bike-Share Planning
Guide

•

The Pew Charitable Trusts: Despite Popularity, Bike Share Programs Often Need
Subsidies

•

Streetsblog: Theft and Vandalism Just Not a Problem For American Bike-Sharing

•

NACTO: Bike-share station siting guide

•

Quick Guide to the Bicycle Friendly Commuity Report Card

Saxton's Property Monthly Costs
July 2017
ITEM
Electricity
Gas
Water
Lawn service
Carlisle Wortman
Barry's Animal Control

COST
$215.60
$22.54
$130.13
$80.00
$1,045.00
$205.00

TOTAL EXPENSES:

$1,698.27

TOTAL RENT COLLECTED:

$4,425.00

MONTHLY SURPLUS/DEFICIT:

$2,726.73

831 Penniman Ave. Plymouth MI 48170
Ph: 734.455.1453 Fax: 734.459.5792
Ph: 734.455.1453 Fax:
734.459.5792

Information Only
To:

DDA Board

From:

DDA Staff

CC:

S:\DDA\Shared Files\DDA Board\DDA Agendas\DDA Agendas 2017\August

Date:

08/10/2017

Re:

Downtown Visitor Survey

As part of the City Commission’s goal setting objectives, the Plymouth DDA Staff was
tasked to construct a short visitor survey to gauge visitor activity in Downtown
Plymouth. The survey was created in late spring, and DDA staff began soliciting inperson responses in June. Staff gathered responses on various days during the week
at various times during the day that included both event days and non-event days.
As of August 1, 2017, there have been 61 responses to the six-question survey.
Below are the results thus far:
1. Responders Hometown
Plymouth: 21
Livonia: 11
Westland: 6
Canton: 5
Farmington: 3
Northville: 2
Novi: 2
Detroit: 1
Howell: 1
St. Clair Shores: 1
Walled Lake: 1
Dearborn Heights: 1
Grosse Ile: 1
Clarkson: 1
Franklin: 1
Ann Arbor: 1
Commerce Twp.:1
Munford, TN: 1
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2. What do you do when visiting Downtown Plymouth? (multiple responses acceptable)
77.0% Dining
70.5% Concerts
52.5% Shopping
49.2% Major Events
34.4% Other Entertainment (Movies, Museum, Library, Arts, etc.)
19.7% Workout (Yoga, Walking, Running, etc.)
16.4% Employment
3. How often do you visit Downtown Plymouth?
42.6% More than once a week
27.9% Daily
16.4% Once a week or less
11.5% Only for major events
4. Where did you park today?
34.4% On street
29.5% Municipal surface lot
16.4% Private/business lot
9.8% Walked from surrounding neighborhood
8.2% Central Parking Deck
1.6% Uber/Taxi/other drop off service
0.0% Bicycle
5. How long did it take you to find a parking spot?
73.8% Immediately/first place I looked
14.8 % Had to look for a 2nd option
8.2% I did not need a parking spot on my visit (walked, bicycle or drop off)
3.3% Had to circle several times/took more than 5 mins.
6. How would paid parking impact how you visit Downtown Plymouth?
57.4% It wouldn’t change how much I would visit
21.3% I would still visit, but not as often
14.8% I would only park where free parking was available
4.9% My visits would be few and far between
1.6% I would never visit again

16 of the 21 (76.2%) Plymouth residents surveyed answered “It wouldn’t change how
much I would visit”.
There were 40 people surveyed that live outside of Plymouth/Plymouth Township.
47.5% of those people answered “It wouldn’t change how much I would visit”. 27.5%
answered “I would still visit, but not as often”. 15% answered “I would only park
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where free parking was available”. 7.5% answered “My visits would be few and far
between”. And 2.5% answered “I would never visit again”.
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